
EDUCATOR’S COLUMN 

The International Traveling Classroom 
 
The quote by the Medieval Moroccan traveler and scholar Ibn Battuta “Traveling-it 
leaves you speechless, then turns you into a storyteller.” resonated with me after a 
recent experience teaching a Media Literacy class with the University of Wisconsin-
River Falls International Traveling Classroom program. 
 
Global opportunities are something UWRF prides itself in offering students, which includes the 
International Traveling Classroom (ITC) that takes students to several different countries 
during the spring semester. Faculty members from different disciplines teach three-week 
courses that focus on specific countries or regions of Europe, which in my case was Germany. 
 

The process of selection, planning, promoting and revising curriculum started a year before the trip, but changes were 
common leading up to and during the class. 
 
The ITC not only gives students the chance to travel but also offers course material and experiences that are 
contextual to the location and class subject. 
 
The subject of Media Literacy is focused on our ability to access, analyze and evaluate media and to help us better 
understand the complex messages we receive from television, radio, Internet, magazines, books, music, billboards, 
video games and all other forms of media, which in this distinctive course version included a comparison and contrast 
between American and European media. 
 
The German capital city of Berlin offered a multitude of media literacy examples including a visit to the German Film 
and Television “Deutsche Kinemathek” museum that provided a glimpse into the history of film and television 
technology and content from the very beginning of the medium through today. 
 
Notable cultural differences found in television included the early days of television in East and West Germany and 
how television production and distribution changed after the fall of the Berlin Wall. An exhibit "Fernsehen macht 
glücklich" (Television Makes You Happy) celebrated 50 years of German television, which like to many Americans has 
provided entertainment, information and in some cases inspiration to generations of Germans. 
 
It was interesting to observe the many American media influences in Germany including American television that 
featured German language versions of popular series shows from ”CSI” to “SpongeBob SquarePants.” Despite my 
limited understanding of the German language, the action, sound effects, music and laugh tracks made it possible to 
experience the story which really made the dialogue stand out resulting in a reflection on the significance it has in both 
language specific and universal storytelling. 
 
Other relevant media tours and experiences included a visit to the “Computerspielemuseum” that featured a history of 
German video games and computers with interactive exhibits and games with both culturally specific examples like 
the first and only former German Democratic Republic video game machine “Poly Play” and German versions of 
international games like the Nintendo Entertainment System, that were similar to the American versions but with 
German text. 
 
We toured the “Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen” (ZDF) in Mainz, Germany, which is the country’s second largest public 
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television broadcast station where we saw the many massive production studio facilities, impressive equipment and 
learned about the ZDF’s function as a publicly funded nonprofit institution. The ZDF as a public broadcaster produces 
a variety of television program content including news, drama, documentary and sports but similarly to American 
television broadcasters, the ZDF is challenged with the way it delivers its content addressing the current demand for 
mobile device and smartphone delivery in a traditional broadcast television setting. 
 
Perhaps the most memorable media experience was our interaction with German students and faculty that we had at 
RheinMain University in Wiesbaden, Germany. 
 
Professors of Media Production Wolfgang Schiffler and Steffan Bottrich welcomed our group to their campus for a tour 
and “Meet the Germans” program that offered an introduction to German culture and student life. Our students then 
paired up with RheinMain University students for informational interviews about media experiences with a cultural 
comparisons with technology and media literacy resulting in many similarities but some differences as well. 
 
The relationship with UWRF and RheinMain University will continue with a new partnership that allows German 
students and UWRF students the opportunity to study in the UWRF Stage & Screen Arts program and RheinMain’s 
Media Production program in discipline specific experience in media production. 
 
Interestingly, RheinMain University (similarly to UWRF) has relationships with other colleges and universities around 
the globe but teaches classes in English which makes it easier for Americans and others to adapt, however as we 
learned conversational German is very useful in getting around, making new friends and sharing stories! 

 


